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Hierarchical Skeletal Plan Refinement:
Task- and Inference Structures

Otto Kühn & Franz Schmalhofer

DFKI GmbH, Postfach 2080, 6750 Kaiserslautern, Germany

Phone: +49-631-205-3463,

Fax: +49-631-205-3210

email: kuehn@dfki.uni-kl.de

A b s t r a c t :
This paper presents the task- and inference structure for skeletal plan refinement which
was developed for lathe production planning, the application domain of the ARC-TEC
project. Two inference structures are discussed: a global inference structure which was
developed in the first phase of knowledge acquisition and a more detailed inference
structure which builds on the hierarchical organization of the skeletal plans. The described
models are evaluated with respect to their cognitive adequacy and their scope of
application. The benefits and limitations of the KADS knowledge acquisition methodology are
discussed with respect to the development of the two models.

1. Background of the Inference Structure

The reported inference structure evolved from the application domain
of the ARC-TEC project (Bernardi et al., 1991). The ARC-TEC project
investigates and develops artificial intelligence technology so that it
can be used for achieving intelligent and thereby better solutions to
mechanical engineering problems, in particular computer integrated
manufacturing (CIM). Artificial Intelligence is thus applied to a
complex real world problem.

While previous expert systems could  only solve problems from a
single task category (such as technical design), the ARC-TEC project
strives for an integrated approach on the basis of which two or
several related problems (e.g. design of a workpiece and production
planning) can be concurrently solved.

This ambitious goal can only be achieved by sophisticated 2nd gene-
ration expert system methodology with an extensive conceptualization
phase, on which the actual system development is then founded. During
this phase an explicit model of the future system is to be developed,
so that the system performance can be easily explained. Such
knowledge level analyses and the development of a corresponding
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knowledge acquisition method with appropriate knowledge acquisition
tools is performed by the acquisition group. The integrated represent-
ations of manufacturing products and the representations for
performing the various tasks in CIM are developed by the
representation group. The compilation group is concerned with
respective compilative implementations and expert system tools in
general. The division of the ARC-TEC projects into three groups is
thus inspired by the KADS methodology which suggests that
conceptual, representation and implementation issues should be
treated separately.

In developing the integrated expert system, ARC-TEC is pursuing the
following approach: Initially, only a single task category is being
analyzed and implemented, namely the task of production planning for
rotational parts. This planning system is, however, being developed
with the objective of later extending it to a second task category.
Special attention is therefore given to the maintainablity and
explainability of the intitial knowledge-based system. Through the
addition of a second task category to the initial system, an integrated
expert system for two task categories should then be achievable
without major problems.

The technique for manufacturing a rotational part is best understood by
a comparison to pottery. The manufacturing processes are similar to
making a pot in the following way: One puts or attaches a piece of clay
to a potter´s wheel and shapes the clay to a specific form, only by
remov ing some parts of the clay while the potter´s wheel is turned.
Contrary to the soft clay, which also allows a potter to push some
material to a neighboring position, a rotational part or workpiece
(metals) is shaped, solely by removing materials with a hard cutting
tool.

The upper half of Figure 1 shows a graphical representation of a
(partial) workplan for a rotational part. The geometric form of the
mold and the target workpiece are overlaid and shown at the top part of
the figure (in the middle). The chucking fixture (seen as the black area
on the left and the black triangle on the right side) is rotated with the
attached mold (a 500 mm long cylinder indicated by the shaded area)
with the longitudinal axis of the cylinder as the rotation center. The
sequence of cuts are indicated by the numbers 1 to 7. For each cut the
cutting tool, the cutting parameters, and the cutting path are also
shown in the figure. For example, the cutting tool number 1 has the
specification "CSSNL 3232 C15  SNGN151016 TO 3030". It  is applied to
remove a part of the upper layer of the cylinder with a rotation speed
of vc = 450 m / min, a feed of f = 0,45 mm/U and a cutting depth of ap =
5 mm. A complete description of the real world operations would also
include further technological data of the workpiece (surface roughness,
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material, etc.) and precise workshop data (CNC machines with their
rotation power and number of tools and revolvers, etc.).

7

Figure 1: Workplan for manufacturing a drive shaft

The production plan must consequently fit the specific CNC machine
which is used for manufacturing the workpiece. For each company the
CNC machines are individually configured  from a set of different
components. The configuration of a machine depends on the spectrum of
workpieces and the lot size which the company expects to produce.
Therefore, rarely two lathe machines of a company are completely
identical.

There are a number of interdependencies between the tools, the CNC
machines and the workpieces to be produced. CNC machines must have a
large enough revolver to keep all the necessary tools. In addition, the
CNC machine must have enough power to achieve the required cutting
speed and force for the operations specified in the plan.

It is therefore not surprising that 1 - 2 man months are invested by
human experts to specify a production plan. The quality of the
resulting plan can be very high whereas the planning processes
themselves are not completely knowledge-based in the sense that the
plans have to be developed to some degree by trial and error in the
real world.

An adequate problem solving method for production planning in
mechanical engineering must take into account the enormous
complexity of this real world domain. Traditional planning methods,
such as generating and testing various sequences of actions or pure
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hierarchical planning, are bound to fail due to the exorbitant number
of possible operations and the various requirements which a good plan
must fulfill.

The planning method of hierarchical skeletal plan refinement, which
will be described in this paper, not only meets the mentioned
requirements, but at an abstract level it also reflects the expert's
problem solving. This is important for the development of a
cognitively adequate expert system which is likely to be accepted by
the user (Strube, 1991). Furthermore, the knowledge which is needed
for the application of this problem solving method can be readily
acquired from the informational sources which are available in the
domain (see Schmalhofer, Kühn, & Schmidt, 1991).

2. Inference Layer

2.1 Inference Structure

We will show two inference structures: a global inference structure,
which was developed in the first phase of knowledge acquisition, and a
more detailed inference structure, which builds on the hierarchical
organization of the skeletal plans.

2.1.1 Global Inference Structure
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Figure 2: Global inference structure for skeletal plan refinement
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The global inference reflects the expert´s problem solving which
typically consists of two phases: the selection of a skeletal plan and
its subsequent refinement.

When selecting a skeletal plan, the expert not only considers the
descriptions of the goal workpiece and of the mold from which the
workpiece is to be manufactured, but also takes into account the given
environment and the context in which the manufacturing process takes
place. As the expert´s verbalizations show, the selection of a skeletal
plan is based on abstract features of the problem description and of the
available resources specified in the environment and context
description.

The selected skeletal plan is an abstract sketch of the intended
manufacturing process. An executable production plan is obtained by
refining the skeletal plan with respect to the concrete data given in
the problem and resource descriptions. Only the detailed inference
structure shows, how the hierarchies of problem classes and
associated skeletal plans are used in hierarchical skeletal plan
refinement.

2.1.1 Detailed Inference Structure

Figures 3a an 3b show the detailed inference structure for hierarchical
skeletal plan refinement. The grey shaded metaclasses indicate what
knowledge is required for applying the problem solving method. The
internal structure of the more complex metaclasses is indicated by
nested boxes.

The detailed inference structure was obtained through a more detailed
analysis of the domain knowledge which falls into the global
metaclasses and of the processes which are specified in the global
knowledge sources.

For instance, it was determined that the two abstraction knowledge
sources of the global inference structure should be realized as a
classification of the problem description with respect to a hierarchy
of problem classes. The associate knowledge source then retrieves a
skeletal plan which is associated with a subset of the features
defining the problem class.

The other features are relevant for the refinement of the skeletal plan
which in the detailed inference structure is performed by four
knowledge sources: The skeletal plan is first specified by iteratively
selecting the most constrained abstract operator and specifying it
according to the hierarchy of operators. The specified operators are
assembled into a general plan. The parameters of the general plan are
then instantiated with respect to the data provided in the problem
description. Thereby, a concrete, executable plan is obtained.
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2.2 Input and Output

The input to the above inference structure is given in the metaclass
Problem Description which is subdivided into the four metaclasses
initial state, goal state, environment, and context. .

The output is the metaclass concrete plan consisting of a sequence of
executable operations. These operations will transform the given initial
state into the specified goal state, taking into account the limited
resources of the environment and the context in which the plan is to be
executed.
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Figure 3a: Detailed inference structure for skeletal plan selection, the first subtask in
hierarchical skeletal plan refinement
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2.3 Description of Metaclasses

2.3.1 Problem Description

The metaclass problem description contains all the informations which
are relevant for the solution of the planning problem. Since this
information falls into four different categories, the metaclass prob lem
description is subdivided accordingly.

The metaclass initial state contains the description of the situation in
which the planning problem arises. The domain elements in this
metaclass are those facts which are true in the beginning but are bound
to change over time, such as the description of the mold in production
planning, or the initial location of the blocks in a robot planning
problem.

The metaclass goal state specifies the desired state which is to be
attained by the execution of the requested plan. In production planning,
this metaclass contains the description of the to be manufactured
workpiece. In a robot planning problem, this metaclass would contain
the desired configuration of blocks on the table.

The metaclass environment contains the description of the environment
in which the plan is to be executed. Contrary to the metaclass init ial
state, the facts in environment are static and cannot be changed by any
action of the agent executing the plan. In production planning, the
metaclass env i r onmen t  holds the description of the shopfloor, in
particular, the machines and tools which are available. In a robot
problem, the constellation of rooms, doors, light-switches, etc. would
belong into this metaclass.

The metaclass con tex t  comprises a description of the additional
requirements which must be fulfilled by a plan in order to be
acceptable. Such requirements are del ivery deadlines and
manufacturing costs in production planning, or travel times and energy
consumption in robot planning.

2.3.2 Problem Class

The metaclass problem class contains abstract features which
characterize a number of cases with a common or similar solution. Some
of these features are so called problem features since they can be
obtained from the problem description. These features serve as p lan
application conditions for the identification of an appropriate skeletal
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plan. Typical plan application conditions are such as 'long workpiece',
'stiff machine', 'ceramic cutting tools available', etc.

The metaclass other features contains features which cannot be derived
from the problem description alone, since they also refer to the solution
of the problem, i.e. the plan. These features are acquired together with
the problem features when the problem classes are defined with the
knowledge acquisition tool CECoS (see Schmalhofer, 1991). They play an
important role in refining the skeletal plan.

2.3.3 Skeletal Plan

The metaclass skeletal plan contains an abstract specification of the to
be constructed plan. It consists of a set of abstract operators and a
dependency graph or validation structure (Kabhampati, 1989) which
specifies the dependencies and thus a partial order of the abstract
operators.

2.3.4 Current abstract and specific operators

The metaclass current abstract operators contains a subset of operators
from the skeletal plan with many dependencies between each other but
few dependencies to other operators.

The metaclass current specific operators holds these operators after
their specification.

2.3.5 General and concrete plan

The general plan consists of a sequence of operators with parameters.
The concrete plan consists of the same sequence of operators with
concrete values substituted for the parameters.

2.4 Description of the Knowledge Sources

2.4.1 Classify

The knowledge source classify takes as input the problem description
given in the four metaclasses initial state, goal state, environment, and
contex t  and returns the most specific problem class into which the
current problem falls. It requires a hierarchy of problem classes
provided by the domain theory.

Classify performs a hierarchical classification. It starts with the most
general problem class (the root of the tree), and at each node it tests
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the features of the subordinate nodes, in order to decide along which
branch to proceed. Since the hierarchy of problem classes is not
assumed to be complete, the classification process will not necessarily
end at a leaf of the tree.

Abstraction and refinement rules are used for testing which abstract
features are present or absent in the given problem. These rules relate
the abstract features to the concrete problem description.

2.4.2 Associate

The knowledge source associate takes as input a problem class which is
defined by a number of features and provides as output the skeletal plan
which is associated with that problem class. The skeletal plans are
acquired for each problem class with the help of the tool SP-GEN
(Schmalhofer, Bergmann, Kühn & Schmidt, 1991) so that there will
always be exactly one skeletal plan associated with a given problem
class.

2.4.3 Select most constrained operators

This knowledge source takes as input the skeletal plan and the already
specified operators. It returns the subset of abstract operators from the
skeletal plan which has strong interdependencies and is most
constrained with respect to the current specific operators.

2.4.4 Specify

The knowledge source spec i fy  takes as input the current abstract
operators and returns the current specific operators. In the
specification process an abstract operator may be replaced by one or
more specific operators. The specification process is thus similar to
task expansion in hierarchical planning approaches. The specification is
guided by the dependencies in the skeletal plan, the other features in the
problem class and the concrete data in the problem description. It
requires an abstraction hierarchy of operators and the abstraction and
refinement rules which must be part of the domain theory.

2.4.5 Assemble

The knowledge source assemble collects the specified operators and
builds the general plan with the structure of the abstract skeletal plan
being maintained.
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2.4.6 Instantiate

The knowledge source i n s t a n t i a t e  determines the appropriate
parameters for the operators in the general plan. Parameter values are
determined with the help of the abstraction and refinement rules
specified in the domain theory taking in to account the concrete data
given in the problem description.

3. Task Layer

The subtask decomposition graph for hierarchical skeletal plan
refinement is shown in figure 4, and the control flow is given in table
1 following the notation of Wielinga et al., 1991.

There are two fundamental subtasks which must be solved in
hierarchical skeletal plan refinement: a skeletal plan must be found and
it must be refined.

In order to find a skeletal plan, the new planning problem is classified
with respect to the domain-specific hierarchy of problem classes and
skeletal plan associated with the identified problem class is retrieved.

The refinement of the skeletal plan is performed in two steps: in the
first step the skeletal plan is specified, in the second step it is
instantiated. The specification is performed by repeatedly selecting a
suitable subset of abstract operators from the skeletal plan, speci-
fying the selected operators, and assembling them into a specific plan.

hierarchical
skeletal plan refinement

find skeletal plan refine skeletal plan

classify 
problem

associate 
skeletal plan

specify
skeletal plan

instantiate
specified plan

select
operators

specify
operators

assemble
operators

Figure 4: Subtask decomposition graph for hierarchical skeletal plan refinement
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task structure

hierarchical skeletal plan refinement(problem description --> concrete plan) =

classify(problem description --> problem class)

associate(problem class --> skeletal plan)

r e p e a t

select most constrained operators(skeletal plan --> current abstract operators)

specify(current abstract operators --> current specific operators)

until no more abstract operators left

assemble(current specific operators --> specified plan)

instantiate(specified plan --> concrete plan)

Table 1: Control flow for hierarchical skeletal plan refinement

4. Implementation

The described task and inference structures relate to the performance
component of the ARC-TEC system. The performance components of the
ARC-TEC system are implemented by the representation and
compilation groups.

In the knowledge acquisition group, a procedure for generating skeletal
plans with application conditions from concrete cases has previously
been developed and implemented (Schmalhofer et al., 1991). The
skeletal plan generation procedure shares several metaclasses and
knowledge sources with the described problem solving method so that
there is evidence that the implementation is feasible.

It is expected that the final implementation of the ARC-TEC system
will at least globally reflect the structure of the conceptual model.
Whether the refinement subtask will be implemented as described is
still an open question, since efficiency considerations might suggest a
slightly modified procedure.

5. Evaluation

There are only very few interpretation models for skeletal plan
refinements. The interpretation model for episodic skeletal plan
refinement of Linster & Musen (1991) describes how sequences of
actions can be instantiated. Friedland & Iwasaki (1985) are also only
concerned with the instantiation of skeletal plans.

Because of the complexity of our application domain, we needed to look
at plans and the dependencies of their operators (skeletal plans) at
different levels of abstraction. To our knowledge, an interpretation
model for hierarchical skeletal plan refinement has not yet been
developed. In developing the interpretation model for hierarchical
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skeletal plan refinement, we were mostly inspired by developments
from case-base reasoning (Riesbeck & Schank, 1989). Rather than
storing plans, our knowledge base consists of hierarchically structured
problem classes and associated skeletal plans. Similar to
Kambanphati's validation structures, the skeletal plans contain a
dependency graph, which represents the interactions between the
different plan operators at the various levels in the abstraction
hierarchy. Although there are a number of similarities to case-based
planning systems (in particular to Alterman's (1988) PLEXUS), which
utilizes abstraction hierarchies for operators, the use of complete
abstract skeletal plans which first need to be specified before they can
be instantiated has not yet been developed as an AI problem solving
method.

At some level of abstraction, the described inference structure
describes an expert's behavior quite well (Thoben & Schmalhofer,
1991). At a more detailed level there are a number of differences
(Schmidt, Legleitner & Schmalhofer, 1990). The inference structure
was developed with the intention to describe the system at some level
of abstraction, so that the system description would coincide with an
abstract model of the expert's behavior.

The conceptual model was developed by the knowledge engineer in
consultation with the domain expert. The global inference structure for
hierarchical skeletal plan refinement was inspired by the inference
structure for heuristic classification. This shows that an inference
structure which was developed for a particular type of problems can
nevertheless stimulate the development of an inference structure for a
completely different problem.

The KADS typology of knowledge sources was very helpful and it was
used extensively in the development of the inference structure. The
described inference structure was developed by starting with a global
structure and adding more and more detail. This process should continue
with the evolution of the knowledge base and the implementation of the
system so that the final inference and task structures are sufficiently
detailed to support the maintenance of the expert system.

The suggested interpretation model is not limited to the domain of
production planning in mechanical engineering. It seems applicable to a
wide range of complex real world planning problems in which the
effects of an agent´s actions can be reliably predicted.
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